
Ideals or a sense of belonging to something bigger than the merely per-
sonal becomes a greater focus in your life at this time. You may attach more importance
to taking part in group activities that center on idealistic goals. Your practical skills are
linked to your almost mystical inner vision. You manifest your dreams in an organized
and clear-headed manner. You would be great at giving the public a sense of the ideal
via films, advertising or spiritual work. You may be able to involve yourself in some chari-
ty or volunteer work this winter. Now is the time to organize or become a part of an
organization that helps homeless families at this time of the year. You may see value in or
feel love for an older person this afternoon. Help others to become independent.

Aries (March 21-April 19)

STAR TRACK

Lovers, children and other people dear to your heart are emphasized at
this time. You may be surprised when so many people come up to you with expressions
of gratefulness. Some people want to know if you would share some of your knowledge.
You may be able to bring a group together with words or ideas that transport others.
Poetry and art may be possible now. Movies, books and all other forms of escape could
prove very enjoyable. There is extra support for whatever you want to become involved
with at this time. You may feel that you are in touch and in harmony with others; the lines
of communication are open. Material things have a great deal of importance for you just
now and this evening you could be looking at new or barely used cars.

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

You will find yourself spending most of this day in cleaning and rearrang-
ing your living area. There could be a discussion about some new piece of

furniture for your home. This is a good time to just appreciate where you are in the world.
You may be dealing with a bossy family member later this afternoon. This person means
well, so it would be wise for you to point out, as nicely as possible, that you are in charge
of your own life. This afternoon you enjoy lighting good-smelling candles or creating
some delightful decorations for everyone to enjoy. You are at your most poetic self this
evening, able to put your dreams and thoughts into words and communicate them
through speaking and writing. You could write a love poem this evening.

Gemini (May 21-June 20)

There is an instinctive urge to get serious about taking care of yourself at
many levels. Preparation and the wise management of your time are very

important now. Diet, exercise and work somehow mean more: you want to feel good
about yourself and the way you do things. A friend may want to join you in this diet
activity. This friend may also help you better understand a difficult person in your life.
You are in touch with your ideals now and that helps you find what you want from life.
You set examples of living that others can follow. An opportunity for some fun group
activity should be enjoyed this afternoon. Relax this evening and enjoy the company of a
loved one. A sense of support and harmony makes this a happy time.

Cancer (June 21-July 22)

Leo (July 23-August 22)

In a group project, you are inclined to lead and teach. Be gentle in evaluat-
ing the little shortcomings of others. Exercise your good listening skills. People from your
past, as well as complicated issues, will easily be understood today. There may be a
reunion of sorts. This day there is time to neaten up your living quarters, if you have not
already done so. Company is usually enjoyed in the afternoon and you want to have all
your personal notes and work put away. You could be ready for a love relationship by the
end of this month—first, you must get rid of some of those old fears. Home with family
this fall and winter may be a very good thing. Bring your joy and you will take away some
of the same. Tonight there is time for your favorite hobby.

Virgo (August 23-September 22)

You are inspired and may find yourself decorating and preparing for the
busy days ahead. Outer circumstances are favorable and it should be easy for you to have
others help and add a bit of their own personality to the project of decoration. Things may
seem almost magical in the way they work out in your favor—everyone works together
today. This is a great time to become better organized and get things accomplished.
Shopping and general preparations for the week ahead may rank as the most important
activity today. In the pursuit of happiness, however, you will enjoy a healing interaction
that comes from being with friends or family. Do not worry so much about the details. You
may enjoy some light music this evening.

Libra (September 23-October 22)

Meditation is particularly rewarding this morning—perhaps a sunrise has
caught your attention. Take a deep breath and allow the natural balance within your mind
and heart to be absorbed. Creative visualization works in your favor. Considering the idea
that energy follows thought, this would be a good time to focus on a goal or two that you
have been thinking about lately. You have a contented heart and a thankful attitude.
Continue to give thanks for what you have and see yourself achieving what you need. This
is a time during which you are unusually motivated or driven in new and unexpected
directions. You could receive unforeseen backing for making your dreams a reality.

Socialize with friends this evening—relax through laughter.

Scorpio (October 23-November 21)

You are future-oriented. Your timing should be perfect and those around
you should find you most adaptable. Your friends want to plan your after-

noon but your family may have other ideas. This afternoon you will feel the urge to catch
up on communications with those distant relatives or seldom seen family members. Your
life path involves very close relationships with others. This could be through a marriage or
some other connection. Are you holding on to a relationship that needs reevaluationper-
haps it is time to finally make that commitment—set a date and purchase a ring or, per-
haps, decide it is time to enlarge your family circle. Good results happen when communi-
cation skills are exercised—you enjoy your life!

Sagittarius (November 22-December 21)

Capricorn (December 22-January 19)

A child or lover may be rebellious-or perhaps simply ahead of his or her
time. Take the time to talk with this person in order to understand more

about his or her goals. Take time to listen-the communication may lead to a better focus.
Romance and recreation take on an unusual character, out of step with ordinary expecta-
tions. High tech gambles pay off in big ways. You feel a love of order and law-an appreci-
ation for responsibilities and duty. Problems are considered as lessons, rather than as
obstacles. There is time to understand difficult or troubled people and to have a close
time with someone you love. Good feelings and a sense of support and harmony make
this a happy time. Firm up your plans for the season ahead-a vacation may be in order.

Pisces (February 19-March 20)

Phone calls and family discussions about the busy days ahead can be put
aside by the end of this morning. Before the noon hour there will be time to dream. These
days do not come too often—so do not ignore this opportunity to let your imagination
loose. Perhaps a good book or movie will take on that more-than-real dimension.
Consider the stars. Your belief system is keynote of a new phase you have begun—the
power of ideas and the power they wield over people. Religious, cultural or philosophical
controversies have a way of stirring your blood. Faith, optimism and a yearning to explore
all kinds of new horizons are some of the focal points in your life. Travel, education and
other ways to stretch your horizons open doors of opportunity.

Aquarius (January 20- February 18)
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ACROSS
1. Committee formed by a special-interest
group to raise money for their favorite
political candidates.
4. In a brash cheeky manner.
11. Having been read.
15. 100 avos equal 1 pataca.
16. Music with a syncopated melody (usu-
ally for the piano).
17. A shaft on which a wheel rotates.
18. Informal terms for journalists.
20. An associate degree in nursing.
21. The territory of Athens in ancient
Greece.
23. Type genus of the family Arcidae.
24. One of a set of small pieces of stiff
paper marked in various ways and used for
playing games or for telling fortunes.
26. Essential oil or perfume obtained from
flowers.
27. Of or relating to or measured in ohms.
29. (Greek mythology) The rarified fluid
said to flow in the veins of the Gods.
31. Essential equal to suborder Myomorpha
with the Dipodidae excluded.
34. A genus of tropical American plants
have sword-shaped leaves and a fleshy
compound fruits composed of the fruits of
several flowers (such as pineapples).
38. A mountain range in South America
running 5000 miles along the Pacific coast.
39. A soft silvery metallic element of the
alkali earth group.
41. 1 species.
42. A yellow trivalent metallic element of
the rare earth group.
43. A unit of power equal to 746 watts.
45. Open-heart surgery in which the rib
cage is opened and a section of a blood
vessel is grafted from the aorta to the coro-
nary artery to bypass the blocked section
of the coronary artery and improve the
blood supply to the heart.
46. The use of nuclear magnetic resonance
of protons to produce proton density
images.
47. A sail (or either of a pair of sails) imme-
diately above the lowermost sail of a mast
and supported by a topmast.
51. Of the appetites and passions of the
body.
54. Appear again.
56. A wired or starched collar of intricate
lace.
57. A river in central Italy rising in the
Apennines and flowing through Florence
and Pisa to the Ligurian Sea.
58. An evergreen tree of the family
Ulmaceae that grows in tropical America
and Africa and Asia.
60. A traveler who actively rides an animal
(as a horse or camel).
61. An Indian tree of the family
Combretaceae that is a source of timber
and gum.
62. Scottish sea captain who was hired to
protect British shipping in the Indian Ocean
and then was accused of piracy and hanged
(1645-1701).
64. A very young child (birth to 1 year) who
has not yet begun to walk or talk.
67. Small terrestrial lizard of warm regions
of the Old World.
69. (used of count nouns) Every one con-
sidered individually.
73. A loose sleeveless outer garment made
from aba cloth.
77. A serve that strikes the net before
falling into the receiver's court.
78. Trees or shrubs of the families
Ebenaceae or Sapotaceae or Styracaceae
or Symplocaceae.
80. (used especially of commodities) In the
natural unprocessed condition.

81. An agency of the United Nations affili-
ated with the World Bank.
82. A rack for temporarily holding coats and
hats.
83. Bulky grayish-brown eagle with a short
wedge-shaped white tail.

DOWN
1. An informal term for a father.
2. Report or maintain.
3. Capital of the state of New Hampshire.
4. An undergarment worn by women to
support their breasts.
5. Used of decomposing oils or fats.
6. A soft white precious univalent metallic
element having the highest electrical and
thermal conductivity of any metal.
7. Indicating the most important performer
or role.
8. Of or relating to or supporting Hinduism.
9. A unit of luminous flux equal to the
amount of light given out through a solid
angle of 1 steradian by a point source of 1
candela intensity radiating uniformly in all
directions.
10. An affirmative.
11. A difficult entangling situation.
12. An opening that permits escape or
release.
13. Type genus of the Alcidae comprising
solely the razorbill.
14. Dearly loved.
19. Shrubby tree widely distributed along
tropical shores.
22. Formerly included in genus Cedrela.
25. (informal) Of the highest quality.
28. An unpredictable outcome that is unfor-
tunate.
30. A large building at an airport where air-
craft can be stored and maintained.
32. A seducer who ruins a woman.
33. The elementary stages of any subject
(usually plural).
35. An embroidered rug made from a
coarse Indian felt.
36. Expose to fresh air, as of old clothing.
37. Any member of a ship's crew.
40. A river in north central Switzerland that
runs northeast into the Rhine.
44. A representation of the Virgin Mary
mourning over the dead body of Jesus.
48. Cooking utensil consisting of a wide
metal vessel.
49. English potter who started a pottery
famous for its bone china (1754-1827).
50. Small free-swimming tunicates.
52. An aromatic ointment used in antiquity.
53. In the same place (used when citing a
reference).
55. A chemical agent for use in chemical
reactions.
59. Remote city of Kazakhstan that (osten-
sibly for security reasons) was made the
capital in 1998.
63. A state in midwestern United States.
65. In bed.
66. A Chadic language spoken south of
Lake Chad.
68. (botany) Of or relating to the axil.
70. A river in north central Switzerland that
runs northeast into the Rhine.
71. A male monarch or emperor (especially
of Russia prior to 1917).
72. Cut down with an ax.
74. The last (12th) month of the year.
75. A dark-skinned member of a race of
people living in Australia when Europeans
arrived.
76. Inquire about.
79. An international organization of
European countries formed after World
War II to reduce trade barriers and
increase cooperation among its members.

Yesterday’s Solution
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You are able to organize an unorganized group in positive ways. If a per-
son is unruly, you know just how to handle most disruptions. Many of us

could learn from your work techniques. You are wise to be confident and yet humble.
Creative ideas that help calm a group are easy for you and you may have found yourself
in the middle of a political group this afternoon; one or two nervous types may be frus-
trated but your creative style may solve problems. You are up-to-date with most of your
information and can dissipate most any confusion with factual references. Keep away
from the emotional. This evening you may decide to serve someone who usually serves
you. This could mean you cook and you have the entertainment.

Someone you care about—a child or lover, perhaps—may be a cause for
concern this day. Self-control and setting limits are important in love and

other games of chance. Think long-term and be realistic in your approach to these things.
Unusual ideas and a novel way of expressing them play a larger than usual part in your
life at this time. A neighbor could play a role in this, or perhaps a brother or sister. The
ways you get around and stay in touch at the everyday level are changed by technology
or social circumstances. The problems and responsibilities of life may be seen in a new
light, as part of a larger drama you are living—almost like a dream. You are able to handle
difficulties more easily these days, seeing them as part of a larger story.
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